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Avery Touchless Kitchen Faucet Delivers Unmatched
Versatility in Design and Performance
Transitionally Styled Pull-Down Collection from American Standard Includes HandsFree Electronic Model, Plus Manual Sink Model and Bar Faucet
PISCATAWAY, N.J. (November 15, 2017) – Highlighting a fluent bottle-shaped design and
superb performance, the new Avery pull-down kitchen faucet collection from American Standard
showcases a high-arc, hands-free Selectronic model that offers the unique option of switching to
manual operation for optimum user flexibility. This new assortment ― showcasing sophisticated,
up-to-date styling ― also includes a hand-operated, high-arc pull-down kitchen faucet and lower
profile pull-down bar faucet.
Delivering effortless wave-on/wave-off functionality,
the Avery Selectronic kitchen faucet helps reduce the
risk of cross-contamination in food preparation with its
exclusive technology that provides dependable,
touchless operation. It also offers the unique option of
switching to manual operation of the faucet by simply
closing the sliding door on the faucet spout to cover
the built-in sensor. The manual operation option
provides flexibility to suit the user’s preference and
comfort level, allowing less familiar guests to operate
the faucet manually.
All three models feature a 2-function spray, with a

Offering shapely, transitional design lines, the
new Avery range of kitchen and bar faucets
from American Standard includes a touchless
high-arc model that helps reduce the risk of
cross-contamination in food preparation.

choice of stream and spray patterns, that automatically reverts to stream when faucet is turned
off. The convenient pause button is useful for filling containers and pots outside the sink.
- more -
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These Avery pull-down faucet models offer reliable performance from the brand-exclusive ReTrax docking system that provides superior spray head retraction, along with a temperature
memory setting that allows the water to be turned off in any
position and turned back on at the same temperature. Ceramic disc
valves provide a lifetime of worry-free, drip-free performance.
For design flexibility, these kitchen faucets are available in two
attractive, long-lasting finishes: polished chrome and stainless
steel. Built for lasting beauty, these Avery faucets feature brass
and metal construction and include pre-attached, color-coded
supply lines for easy installation.
The new Avery collection is available at kitchen and bath
New from American Standard,
the Avery Selectronic kitchen
faucet showcases sleek styling
and touchless operation for
optimum functionality.

showrooms nationwide. List prices range from $350 to $700.
To learn more, visit americanstandard.com.
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ABOUT AMERICAN STANDARD
American Standard makes life healthier, safer and more beautiful at home, at work and in our
communities. For more than 140 years, the brand has innovated and created products that improve daily
living in and around the bathroom and kitchen for residential and commercial customers. It has been
recognized with more than 35 product innovation and design awards in the past five years. American
Standard is part of LIXIL, a global leader in housing and building materials products and services. Learn
more at americanstandard.com, or follow us at facebook.com/AmericanStandardPlumbing,
twitter.com/AmStandard, youtube.com/AmericanStandard01, Pinterest.com/amstandard,
Instagram.com/american_standard.
- more -
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ABOUT LIXIL
LIXIL is a global leader in the housing and building industry. Our unique portfolio spans everything from
technologies that revolutionize how we interact with water in our daily lives, to a full lineup of products and
services for housing and major architectural projects. Delivering core strengths in water, kitchen, housing,
and building technologies, our brands including LIXIL, American Standard, GROHE, DXV, INAX, and
Permasteelisa are leaders in the industries and regions in which they operate. LIXIL operates in more
than 150 countries and employs more than 70,000 people, bringing together function, quality, and design
to make people’s lives better and more delightful – wherever they are.
Learn more at www.lixil.com, facebook.com/lixilgroup and www.linkedin.com/company/lixil-group.
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Avery , Selectronic and Re-Trax are registered trademarks of AS Americas, Inc.
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